
Memorandum of Understanding between “NITS MUN” and “LWT"

Date – 06th July  2022

In continuation of the previous conversations, NITS MUN would like to collaborate with LWT and

work for mutual benefit of both the organisations.

We hereby lay our partnership terms and conditions hereunder. Kindly have a look properly.

The Partners’ hereby commit to working collaboratively for mutual promotion and advantage

through means of a partnership, and henceforth agree to the terms which ensue:

1. NITS MUN will have LWT as one of its partners (Ecosystem/Knowledge partner) for

NITS JUNIOR MUN 2022.

2. The Partnership shall exist till the end of NITS MUN 2023 and shall be renewed again

when the new secretariat of NITSMUN is formed and shall be effective when the

proposal is accepted by the two parties with no expectation of exclusivity.

3. The Partnership will consist of both parties adhering to a list of deliverables that follow

hereunder;

3.1 Deliverables of Party I (NITS MUN) are as follows;

a) Party I shall be deploying means of social media and communication which

include Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn other related social media pages for

posting a collaboration post with the official logo of Party II.

b) Party I will be sharing the details of Winners and Participants ( Phone No., Email

ID ) to Party II till the deliverables of both parties are met.

3.2 Deliverables of Party II (LWT) are as follows;

a) Party II shall be deploying means of social media and communication which

includes Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and other related social media pages for

posting stories about the conference.

b) Party II will be providing Flight Ticket Scholarship to Singapore to attend ISET

2023 to Winners + Runners Up(around 10-12 Tickets max).

c) Party II will be providing 25%. scholarship for NSET GOA 2022 to winners +

Runners up of the conference of Party I.

d) Party II will be providing 20% scholarship on LWT Personality Development

Course + Mentorship Session Voucher (for all participants) of the conference of

Party I.



4. Neither party shall do anything to compromise or hurt the reputation of either

organization.The names of each organization must only be used for promotional purposes;

5. The term of the Partnership may be terminated prior to the fulfillment of the aforementioned

duration if so agreed upon by both parties, it must be expressed in a written document with a

notice period of 1 week;

6. This agreement shall be binding upon mutual consent and agreement to the terms and

conditions expressed above by both the parties;

7. The partners unto which this agreement is applicable shall remain in regular contact to

ensure the fulfillment of all the terms expressed in this agreement;

8. We hereby notify that team.nitsmun@gmail.com mail ID shall be the point of contact for

further discussion in the future;

9. As a sign of acceptance of the terms and conditions and for initiating the collaboration, kindly

forward us an official logo of your organization in PNG or JPG format.

Privacy Clause

Please note that all the terms and conditions of the MoU are strictly privileged and confidential

to both parties involved. If any party is found to be exposing the contents of the MoU, which

may possibly jeopardize the status of the collaboration, they are liable to strict action, penalties

of which are at the discretion of the victim organization. Both the signatories are bound to

protect the sanctity and secrecy of the MoU and its contents.

This MoU is therefore agreed upon by both parties, is signed and delivered for, on behalf of,

Shreyashi Roymedhi                                                                                  Authorised Signatory
Secretary General                                    .                                                 LWT Academy.
NITS MUN.


